
Project 12 Cryptography

Objectives: Continue to work with text in the context of cryptography.
Outcome:

• Use function from Project 11 and some new functions to decode some messages.

1. Back to MATLAB

1. Start up MATLAB. Remember to set your directory to My Documents

2. For help with today’s topic use help mod, plus review Project 11 functions.

2. Simple Codes

1. Math Background: The codes we will be using are simple mathematical codes that take the letters A-Z back into the letters A-Z
in some systematic way. To make them mathematical we will convert A-Z to 0-25 first and then apply some formula that changes
each value to a unique value back in the range 0-25. The easiest way for us to do this is to perform some arithmetic operation
and then force the result back into the range. To do so we use modular arithmetic (also known as clock-arithmetic).

The basic idea is that when we look at any integer we only want to see the remainder when it is divided by 26. For example,
if we have 27 we want to see it as 1, 457 as 15, 260 as 0, etc. The MATLAB function for this is mod; if x contains the original
number then mod(x,26) gives the remainder when divided by 26. You can try it out yourself:

mod(457,26)
mod(260,26)
mod(457+260,26)
mod(457*260,26)

2. Additive Ciphers: The simplest codes are ones where we shift each letter a fixed number of places in the alphabet, like A to D,
B to E, C to F, etc. We can do this mathematically with our numbers in modular arithmetic by simply adding a value to each
letter. For example, if our message in numbers is [5 12 0 23] we can use a +3 code (shift every letter 3 to the right) and get [8
15 3 0] or using our MATLAB tools:

carray = [5 12 0 23];
earray = mod(carray+3,26)

To decode this message we simply undo what we did, i.e. shift every letter 3 to the left, or subtract 3, like so

darray = mod(earray-3,26)

Note because of the way the arithmetic works, subtracting 3 is the same as adding 23 (as adding 26 is just like adding 0).

Summary: To encode we add some value, to decode we subtract the value or add its complement, all in modular arithmetic.

3. Multiplicative Ciphers: If we can add, then we might think we can multiply. And we can, with some restrictions. A code scheme
is only useful if we can decode. With addition, subtraction was the easy decoder. For multiplication, we cannot use division as we
are working in modular arithmetic. Suppose we had a value 10 and we multiply by 3, so in modular arithmetic we’d get 4. But 4
divided by 3 is not 10. However, 4*9 is 10 in modular arithmetic. Why? Because 3*9=1. In other words, 9 is the multiplicative
inverse of 3 (in our modular arithmetic). Does every value 0-25 have an multiplicative inverse? No. Obviously 0 doesn’t, but
neither does any even number nor 13. How do you find the inverse? Since we have MATLAB, the easiest way is to compute all
the products and see which one results in 1, like so

m = 7; % our multiplier we need the inverse of
mod(m*[0:25],26)

The 16th value of the result is 1, so the inverse is 15 (we start at 0). So mod(7*15,26) = 1.

So, if we use an odd multiplier, except for 13, we can encode and decode messages, like so

carray = [5 12 0 23];
earray = mod(carray*7,26)
darray = mod(earray*15,26)

4. To Do and Turn In
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1. Write two functions, one to do an additive cipher and one to do a multiplicative cipher. In both cases the input to the function
should be a code array and the shift or multiplier and the output should be the encoded array.

Note that since we use the value 26 to mark values which are not the letters A-Z, we can’t just process the code array like in the
examples above, we have to loop through the values and only encode the ones that are in the range 0-25.

Check your routines with carray = [5 12 26 0 23] and an additive shift of 3 and a multiplier of 7, you should get [8 15 26
3 0] and [9 6 26 0 5] respectively.

2. Before you go on, survey all the functions you have available from these last 2 projects and think about how you might use them
to decode a secret message. Once you have a plan, you may want to write additional functions and/or scripts to help you execute
it. Decoding is always a mix of thinking with guessing; you can’t easily write a program that automatically decodes a message
(without knowing the encoding method).

3. Now, use your plan and MATLAB routines to decode the following messages. Each was encoded using either an additive or
multiplicative cipher. The spaces are not necessarily in the proper places and the phrases may not be complete.

Msg1:

XYGSCD RODSWOPYB KVVQ YYNWOXDYMYWO DYDROKSN YPDROSBM YEXDBIGKV UCYPDVIKXNMKB

Msg2:

YNSYD BZSJZK RYQYJZ KWARUMSQ BKYN QKNCABZSC ABKWQKQBZ SUMSQBKYNYDIZ SBZSFCABZS

Msg3:

CLAQO YYAI OFAYNKNYO NYOMKB RYTCWOJ KWRC AYRNRKBT AYRWCOCRC NCVKB TKVYKLQ CYY

4. Submit your functions that encode using the arithmetic and multiplicative ciphers. Submit any other MATLAB code you wrote
to help you decipher these messages. In a text file, for each message, write out the decoded version and what method was used
to encode it. Submit this text file also. (You can just type it into a .m file)

5. As always, when you are done, please fill out the survey.
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